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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

All of the Petitioners and Respondent Jefferson David Cantrell ("David") are siblings 

and adult children of the late Beulah Cantrell ("Mother") and the late Delmon Cantrell 

("Father"). (App. Vol. LA at l.) Respondent Leslie Charlene Cantrell ("Leslie") is David's 

\vife. (ld.) 

In the 1960s, Mother and Father acquired record title to a parcel of real estate in 

the unincorporated town of Varney, Mingo County, \Vest Virginia, known as Lots 88 

through 93 and 124 through 129, inclusive (the "Cantrell Property"). (App. Vol. LA at 1, 

12-17.) Together, these 12 lots created a rectangular-shaped property vvith the \vesterly 

long edge of the rectangle flush against the east side of \Vhite Street and bordered on the 

south by Second Avenue and on the north by First Avenue. (App. Vol. LB at 192,204.)1 

The Cantrell Property had two residences thereon, both on the southern half of the 

rectangle, Lots 124 through 129, inclusive (the "Old Property"). (App. Vol. LA at 1-2; 

App. Vol. II at 13.) Specifically, there was an old, small, \vooden residence (the "old 

home place") situated on Lots 127 through 129, and a larger, brick home (the "new home 

place") situated on Lots 124 through 126. CAppo Vol. II at 13-14; App. Vol. LA at 1-2.) 

I The Respondents' submit that the survey dated April 20, 20115 (App. Vol. LB at , 
204) clearly illustrates the configuration of the various parcels and, jthus, for the COUli's 
convenience, has attached a copy of that survey as an addendum to [this brief. See infi-a 
Addendum. 
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In 1979. Mother and Father moved out of the old home PlaIe and moved into the 
, I 

new home place \vhere they lived until their respective deaths. (App. Vol. II at 13-14.) 

Petitioner Craig Cantrell ("Craig") continues to reside in the new home place to this day. 

(App. Vol. III.A at 70-71, 76.) 

\Vhen Father and Mother vacated the old home place in 1979, Petitioner Joseph 

Michael Cantrell ("Michael")2 moved into and lived at the old home place on the Old 

Property. (App. Vol. II at 13,21: App. Vol. III.B at 232-233.) In 1984, David built a 

home on the northern half of the Cantrell Property, Lots 88 through 93, inclusive. (App. 

Vol. II at 17-18.) Petitioners Karen (Cantrell) Leonard ("Karen") and Kim (Cantrell) May 

each nmv live in KentucK)I. (App. Vol. LA at 1; App. Vol. III.B at 184.) 

In 1991, :LvIichael and his wife Sheila Cantrell ("Sheila") purchased eight lots 

adjacent to and due east of the Cantrell Property, specifically, Lots 130 through 133, 

inclusive (directly east of the Old Property) and Lots 84 through 87, inclusive (directly 

east of the northern portion of the Cantrell Property w-here David had built his home). 

(App. Vol. LA at 2, 18-20; App. Vol. lILA at 18-19.) Together, these eight lots created a 

rectangular-shaped property \vith the easterly long edge of the rectangle flush against the 

west side of Varnev Street. the \vesterlv IonS! edS!e of the rectanS!le flush as!ainst the east 
~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2Although this Petitioner's first name is Joseph, he was often referred to by his 
middle name, "Michael" or "Mike." (App. Vol. lILA at 75, 78.) . For consistency, he is 
referred to herein as "MichaeL" 

2 
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long edge of the Cantrell Property, and bordered on the north by F,rst Avenue and on the 
i 

south by Second Avenue Cthe "Ne\v Property"). CAppo Vol. I.B at 192, 204.) Prior to 

Michael's purchase in 1991, the New Property had never been owned by any member of 

the Cantrell family. CAppo Vol. IILA at 19, 2l.) 

In June 1999, Michael and Sheila sold the New Property to David and Leslie. 

CAppo Vol. LA at 2, 21-22; App. Vol. IILA at 18, 20, 28.) The sale was prompted by 

Michael's desire to gain new capital to fund the construction of a ne\v home on a 

completely separate, adjacent parcel. CAppo Vol. IILB at 231-232.) Undisputedly, there 

\vas no express easement burdening the N e\\" Property at the time Michael sold it to 

David in June 1999. CAppo Vol. IILA at 19,21,42: App. Vol. III.B at 241-242.) 

David and other family members assisted Michael in the construction of the new 

home, and even allowed Michael to store equipment and cut timber on the New Property. 

CAppo Vol. III.B at 231-232, 234-235, 257.) Nlichael's new home \vas completed in 

November 2006, at which time he vacated the old home place and moved into the new 

house. CAppo Vol. II at 13; App. Vol. IILA at 22; App. Vol. III.B at 232-233.) Soon 

thereafter, in 2007, Michael razed the old home place on Lots 127 through 129 of the 

Cantrell Property. CAppo Vol. LA at 1-2; App. Vol. IILA at 71; App. Vol. III.B at 233.) 

According to Michael's own testimony, after he sold the Ne~v Property to David in 

June 1999, he continued to use the Ne\v Property in a variety of ways: parked vehicles, 

3 
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stored timber, and operated a small saw mill during the constructfon of his new horne. 

(App. Vol. II at 24-25.) After the completion of his ne\y home in late 2006, Michael 

testified that he continued to traverse the New- Property when visiting with Craig (App. 

Vol. IILA at 28), and prior to her death in November 2009, with Mother. (le!. at 27-28.) 

Mother passed a\vay in November 2009 (App. Vol. LA at 1; App. Vol. IILA at 28), 

after having survived Father's death a few years earlier. (App. Vol. II at 18.) Pursuant to 

Mother's last \vill and testament, the Petitioners obtained title to the Old Property (Lots 

124 through 129, inclusive). (App. Vol. LA at 1, 9.) Notably, David was not included in 

the devise of the Old Property, presumably because he had already been given Lots 88 

through 93 by deed in August 2006. (App. Vol. II at 17; App. Vol. LA. at 3, 23-24.) 

The instant lawsuit ensued, \vherein the Petitioners sought to establish an easement 

for ingress and egress across the Ne\v Property for the benefit of the Old Property. (App. 

Vol. LA at 2-3.) The Petitioners seek the easement as part of their plan to build additional 

residences on the Old Property that they \vill rent out to third parties. (App. Vol. IILA at 

53 (Michael); ie!. at 71-72,74 (Craig).) How-ever, the Respondents plan to build a new 

residence of their O\vn on the New Property w-hich cannot coexist \vith the Petitioners' 

claimed easement. (App. Vol. LA at 29.) 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

4 
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Although the substantive portion of the Petitioners' brief cbntains eight separate 

headings, their arguments on appeal can essentially be boiled dmvn to two categories of 

Issues. 

First. the Petitioners attack the sufficiencv of the evidence to sustain the Circuit 
, "' 

Court's ruling. Yet the Circuit Court is afforded broad discretion in its consideration of 

the evidence and findings of fact therefrom. Here, it is clear that there is sufficient 

evidence in the record to sustain the Circuit Court's findings of fact. And being that there 

is no dispute about the applicable law, the application of the Circuit Court's findings of 

fact to the undisputed law leads to but one conclusion-the Petitioners failed to establish 

a prescriptive or implied easement as alleged in this lmvsuit 

Second, the Petitioners make several related tecP.J1ical attacks on the Final Order, 

contending that it failed to address or mention various pieces of evidence presented at 

trial. Hmvever, the Petitioners complaints about the Final Order are either unfounded or, 

at best constitute mere harmless error. In either event, the Final Order is not vulnerable 

to the Petitioners' technical attacks. 

As detailed bel my, the Petitioners' appeal is \vholly \vithout merit. Consequently, the 

Respondents request that this COUli impose sanctions on the Petitioners for filing a frivolous 

appeal. 

5 
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I 
STATEl\1ENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

i 

The Respondents submit that oral argument would be beneficial in this matter 

given the numerous facts and issues raised herein and, further, it would provide the Court 

an opportunity to ask counsel any questions the Justices may have regarding the same. 

The Respondents request that the matter be set for Rule 19 argument because it involves 

alleged errors in the application of narrow issues of settled law and questions about the 

sufficiency andlor \veight of the evidence. 

ARGUMENT 

I. STANDARD OF REVIE\V 

"'This Court reviews the circuit court's final order and ultimate disposition under 

an abuse of discretion standard .... [and] review[ s] challenges to findings of fact under a 

clearly erroneous standard; conclusions of lmv are review-ed de novo.'" Syl. Pt. 2, Absure, 

Inc. v. HLiffman, 213 W. Va. 651, 584 S.E.2d 507 (2003) (quoting Syl. Pt. 4, Burgess v. 

Porterfield, 196 W. Va. 178, 469 S.E.2d 114 (1996)); accord Appellants' Br. at 20-21 

(citing Walker v. W Va. Ethics Comm'n, 201 vv. Va. 108,492 S.E.2d 167 (1997)). 

The abuse of discretion standard applicable to the ultimate disposition is defined 

in three principal ways: (1) when a relevant factor that should have been 
given significant w-eight is not considered; (2) when all prdper factors, and 
no improper ones, are considered, but ... in weighing th6se factors [the 

6 



judge] commits a clear error of judgment: and (3) when the ljudge] fails to 

exercise any discretion at all in issuing the order. 

Banker v. Banker, 196 \V. Va. 535, 548,474 S.E.2d 465, 478 (1996). 

The clearly erroneous standard applicable to factual findings is defined as 

when, although there is evidence to support the finding, the review'ing court 
on the entire evidence is left ,"vith the definite and firm conviction that a 
mistake has been committed. However. a reviewing court mav not overturn 

, '- J 

a finding simply because it \vould have decided the case differently, and it 
must affirm a finding if the circuit comi's account of the evidence is 
plausible in light of the record viewed in its entirety. 

Syl. Pt. 2, Co-wger v. Cowger, 240 \V Va. 301, 810 S.E.2d 921 (2018) (quoting Syl. Pt. 3, 

Estate of Bossio v. Bossio, 237 \V Va. 130, 785 S.E.2d 836 (2016) (internal citation 

omitted)). 

And finally, "[t]he term 'de novo' means 'Ane\v; afresh: a second time'" such that 

this Court "give[ s] a ne\\', complete and unqualified review to the [conclusions of law 

made by] the circuit court." Gastar Exploration Inc. v. Rine, 239 \V. Va. 792, 798, 806 

S.E.2d 448, 454 (20 l7) (footnotes and internal quotation marks omitted). 

II. PETITIONERS' ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR ARE \VITHOUT 
l\1ERIT 

1. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error III 

crediting David and Leslie's testimony 

7 
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In short. the Petitioners contend that David and Leslie's testilhonv \vas not credible 

~ i ... 

based on their purportedly conflicting and "shifting" testimony. See Appellants' Br. at 

11-15. 

As an initial matter. how-ever. the Petitioners cite absolutelY no legal authority for 
~, .!........' 

their contention. See id On that basis alone, this Court ought to reject the Petitioners' 

argument. See 'vV Va. R. App. P. 1 O( c )(7) ("The [petitioner's] brief must contain an 

argument exhibiting clearly the points of fact and law presented . . . and citing the 

authorities relied on, under headings that correspond \vith the assignments of 

error." (emphasis added)); In re PE., No. 16-0650, 2017 'vVL 75957, at '~2 ('vV Va. filed 

Jan. 9, 2017) (unpublished) ("[I]n an Administrative Order entered December 10, 2012, 

Re: Filings That Do Not Comply With the Rules of Appellate Procedure, then-Chief 

Justice Menis E. Ketchum specifically noted in paragraph two that '[b ]riefs that lack 

citation of authority [or] fail to structure an argument applying applicable law-' are not in 

compliance with this Court's rules."); e.g., Cash N Go, Inc. v. Spruce, No. 17-0311,2018 

WL 2175703, at *3 (W. Va. filed May 11,2018) (unpublished) (where the appellant 

"provide[ d] no authority for its assertion that Maryland law applies in this matter," this 

Court "deem[ ed] this issue waived"). 

Alternatively. even on the merits. Dayid and Leslie's credibility is best determined .,t, _ .,t 

by the first-hand observer in the trial COUIt rather than the cold record before an appellate 

8 
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court. See Brmvn v. Gobble, 196 \V Va. 559, 563, 474 S.~.2d 489, 493 (1996) 

("Following a bench trial, ... due regard shall be given to the opportunity of the circuit 

judge to evaluate the credibility of the witnesses." (citing \V Va. R. Civ. P. 52(a)); In re 

Faith c., 226 \V Va. 188, 195, 699 S.E.2d 730, 737 (2010) ("[\V]hen findings are based 

on detenllinations regarding the credibility ofw'itnesses, Rule 52(a) demands even greater 

deference to the trial comi's findings .... Deference is appropriate because the trial judge 

\vas on the spot and is better able than an appellate court to decide \vhether the error 

affected substantial rights of the parties." (internal quotation marks omitted»: State v. 

Guthrie, 194 \V Va. 657, 669 n.9, 461 S.E.2d 163, 175 n.9 (1995) ("An appellate court 

may not decide the credibility of \vitnesses or \veigh evidence as that is the exclusive 

function and task of the trier of fact. It is for the jury to decide \vhich witnesses to 

believe or disbelieve. Once the jury has spoken, this Court may not revie\v the credibility 

of the witnesses." (citation omitted». 

Therefore, for either of the two reasons set fOlih above, the Petitioners' first point 

on appeal is wholly without merit. 

2. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error in 
concluding that the Petitioners failed to prove an 
easement by prescription 

9 



I 
As an initial matter, "[p]rescriptive easements are not favordd in the law." O'Dell 

! 

v. Stegall, 226 \V. Va. 590, 608-09,703 S.E.2d 561, 579-80 (2010). Accordingly, "[a] 

person claiming a prescriptive easement must establish each element ... by clear and 

convincing evidence, and the failure to establish anyone element is fatal to the claim." 

Svl. Pt. 3. id. -' . 

""'[C]lear and convincing" is the measure or degree of proof that will produce in 

the mind of the factfinder a finn belief or conviction as to the allegations sought to be 

established.'" Id. at 608, 703 S.E.2d at 579 (quoting Brown, 196 'vv. Va. at 564, 474 S.E. 

2d at 494). This is a higher standard of proof than the ordinary preponderance of the 

evidence. See Brmvn, 196 'vv. Va. at 564, 474 S.E.2d at 494. 

In the instant case, the Circuit Court denied the Petitioners' prescriptive easement 

claim on two grounds: (1) the Petitioners' use was not adverse but rather permissive and, 

alternatively, (2) the Petitioners' use \vas not sufficiently open and notorious. (App. Vol. 

LB at 166.) 

a. The Petitioners' Use vVas Permissive Rather 
Than Adverse 

In the context of prescriptive easements, there is no presumption that the 

continuous and unintelTupted use of another's land for 10 years is adverse, but, rather, the 

proponent of the easement must affinnatively establish the element of adversity. See 

O'Dell, 226 W. Va. at 615, 703 S.E.2d at 586. "[A]n 'adverse use' of land is a wrongful 

I 
10 



use, made without the express or implied permission of the mvner the land." Syl. Pt. 5. 

I 
I 

id. Further, "a use of another's land that began as pennissive \vill not become adverse 

unless the license (created by the granting of permission) is repudiated." Sy 1. Pt. 6, id. 

In the instant case, there is record evidence to support the Circuit Court's factual 

finding that to the extent that the Petitioners traversed the New Property for purposes of 

accessing the Old Property, the Petitioners did so with the Respondents' permission. 

(App. Vol. IILA at 92-95 (Craig): App. Vol. III.B at 202-203 (Karen): App. Vol. III.B at 

234-235 (David).) In fact, during his testimony, Michael affirmatively stated that he "had 

an agreement" with David regarding Michael's use of the New Property. (App. Vol. IILA 

at 27.) An agreement necessarily implies pennission. See Black's Law Dictiona[\l . . -
"agreement" (lOth ed. 2014) ("A mutual understanding between two or more persons 

about their relative rights and duties regarding past or future performances: a 

manifestation of mutual assent by two or more persons. "). 

Moreover, the Petitioners have not demonstrated (nor can they) that such 

permission was revoked more than 1 0 years ago (so as to satisfy the statutory period 

needed for a prescriptive easement). (App. Vol. III.B at 250 (David testified that none of 

his brothers ever crossed the New- Property over his objection, never mind for a period of 

10 or more years).) 

11 



There is record evidence that the Respondents merely jaCitly authorized the 
I 

Petitioners to cross the New Property as a familial gesture. (App. Vol. IILA at 26-27; 

App. Vol. IILB at 234-235.) Indeed, given the family relations betvveen the parties, it 

\V'ould have been completely odd and out of character to affirmatively tell a sibling that 

they could cross your land. See O'Dell, 226 W. Va. at 613, 703 S.E.2d at 584 

("Permission may be inferred from the neighborly relation of the parties, or from other 

circumstances." (internal quotation marks omitted)); id at 614,703 S.E.2d at 585 ("Uses 

'made in subordination to the property o\vner' include uses by someone closely related by 

blood .... Because these uses are essentially authorized by the property mvner, the use is 

not adverse." (quoting Restatement (Third) of Property: (Servitudes), § 2.16, cmt. f 

(2000))); see also Restatement (Third) of Property: Servitudes § 2.16 cmt. g (such 

implied permission "rests on the perceptions that Americans are both neighborly and 

litigious, so that an unauthorized use \vould have been objected to"); Warsaw v. Chi, 

A1etallic Ceilings, I11C., 676 P.2d 584,588 (Cal. 1984) (II'Whether the use is hostile or is 

12 



i 
merely a matter of neighborly accommodation ... is a question o~ fact to be detennined 

in light of the sUlTounding circumstances and the relationship between the parties.").3 

In their brief, the Petitioners contend that the Respondents' testimony regarding 

pennission is not credible. See Appellants' Br. at 17-19. How-ever, as previously noted, 

credibility is solely for the trier of fact and will not generally be disturbed on appeal. See 

supra Part 11.1. To the extent that the Petitioners point out the technical difference 

between giving permission and tacit authorization, see Appellants' Br. at 17-18, that is a 

difference without a distinction. See O'Dell, 226 vv. Va. at 614, 703 S.E.2d at 585 ("[I]n 

the context of prescriptive easements, an 'adverse use' of land is a wrongful use, made 

\vithout the express or implied permission of the owner of the land. " (emphasis added)). 

Clearly, \vhether the Respondents granted the Petitioners pennission expressly or 

implicitly, the result is the same-pennission. Furthermore, in any event as noted above, 

the Respondents proffered more than just their mvn testimony in support of their 

contention that the Petitioners' use \vas permissive. (App. Vol. IILA at 27 (Michael); id. 

at 92-95 (Craig); App. Vol. III.B at 202-203 (Karen).) 

3See State ex re!. Cosner v. See, 129 W. Va. 722, 736, 42 S.E.2d 31, 40 (1947) 
(where no prior vVest Virginia decision exists on the particular question at hand, "recourse 
may be had to the decisions of the appellate cOUlis of other jurisdictions in which 
somewhat similar [issues] have been considered"); Edlis} Inc. v. kiillel', 132 W. Va. 147, 
167, 51 S.E.2d 132, 141-42 (1948) (w-hile not binding precedent, cases from other 
jurisdictions "are, hovvever, entitled to great respect and should be regarded as persuasive 
authority"). ' 

13 
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Therefore. because there is a reasonable basis in the record for the Circuit Court to 
, I 

find that the Petitioners crossed the Respondents l land \vith the latter's pennission, the 

Circuit Court1s detennination that the Petitioners' alleged prescriptive easement failed on 

that basis must be affinned. 

b. Alternatively, the Petitioners' Use "Vas Not 
Open and Notorious 

"To establish that an adverse use was 'open and notorious,' the person claiming a 

prescriptive easement must show that the wrongful use was visible and apparent, was not 

made stealthily or in secret, and was so conspicuous and obvious that a reasonable, 

prudent mvner of land \vould have noticed." O'Dell, 226 \V. Va. at 619, 703 S.E.2d at 

590. 

In the instant case, there are no visible signs of the alleged easement so as to make 

it reasonably susceptible of detection. (App. Vol. LB at 192,204,213-216; App. Vol. 

IILA at 31, 140 (Michael and Petitioners' surveyor both testified that the alleged easement 

was not, nor had it ever been, paved).) 

Indeed. the Petitioners' O'vvn survevor testified that there was no evidence that 
, -

anyone had used the alleged easement at all after 2006. (App. Vol. IILB at 167.) In fact, 

the Petitioners' expert had trouble describing where the alleged ~asement \vas located. 

(App. Vol. IILA at 113-114 (Petitioners' surveyor testified that the lalleged easement "was 
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i 
leveled out in spots" and "looked like a trace of a right-of-way"); id! at 120 (surveyor saw 

"traces of an area that verv well could have been a rifIht-of-wav" \vhere Michael told him 
-' ~-' 

the alleged easement \vas located); id at 134 (surveyor was unable to draw on a Google 

map printout where the alleged easement \vas located); id at 140 (one \vould have to be 

physically on the property to be able to see evidence of the alleged easement).) 

Furthermore, once Michael sold David the New Property in 1999, Michael 

traversed the Ne\v Property only sporadically. (App. Vol. III.A at 77, 94: App. Vol. III.B 

at 242-243.) And even then, much of that use was just to access the Ne\v Property itself 

rather than to access the Old Property. (App. Vol. III.A at 77 (saw mill); App. Vol. II at 

24-25 (to park vehicles and store timber).) 

To the extent that the Petitioners contend that the Respondents' testimony 

regarding this element is not credible, see Appellants' Br. at 20, credibility is solely for 

the trier of fact and will not generally be disturbed on appeaL see supra Part II.1. To the 

extent that the Petitioners contend that the Respondents must have kno\vn about 

Michael's traversing the New Property due to their physical proximity to the purported 

easement, see Appellants' Br. at 20, that too is a credibility determination. In any event, 

the fact that the Respondents did not notice Michael crossing the land on which they 

reside stronfIlv SUfIfIests that Michael's use of the allefIed easement was not sufficientlv 
"-' .I ............... ....... .,I 

open and notorious, for if it \vas, the Respondents surely \vould ha\te noticed. 
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i 
Therefore. because there is a reasonable basis in the record for the Circuit Comi to , I 

I 

find that the Petitioners' use of the Respondents' land \vas not open and notorious, the 

Circuit Comi's determination that the Petitioners' alleged prescriptive easement failed on 

that basis must be affinned. 

c. The Continuity and Identification Elements 
In their brief, the Petitioners attack the judgment below for not addressing the 

continuity and identification elements (the second and fourth elements) of a prescriptive 

easement claim. See Appellants' Br. at 19 & 21-23. 

Yet as noted above, given that the Circuit Court detennined that the first and third 

elements of the claim were not satisfied (App. Vol. I.B at 166), there was no need to 

address the second and fourth elements of the claim. Svl. Pt 3. O'Dell. 226 \V. Va. 590 . 
.; J ~ " 

703 S.E.2d 561 (lithe failure to establish anyone element [of a prescriptive easement] is 

fatal to the claim" (emphasis added)). 

Accordingly, the discussion of the second and fourth elements of the claim is 

\vholly irrelevant to the instant appeal. See, e.g., Roche v. Wade, No. 16-1031, 2018 \VL 

300986, at *4 (W. Va. filed Jan. 5, 2018) (unpublished) ("Having concluded that 

petitioner failed to prove the third element required for establishing an easement implied 

by necessity, we need not address the fourth element"). 
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Furthelmore, provided that the Petitioners failed to establish bither the first or third 

elements of the claim, see supra Part II.2.a-b, then any enor regarding the second and 

fourth elements of the claim are not grounds to disturb the judgment below because the 

failure to prove anyone of the elements is fatal. See Syl. Pt. 3, Original Glorious Church 

of God in Christ, Inc. of Apostolic Faith v. A1yers, 179 'vV Va. 255, 367 S.E.2d 30 (1988) 

("'On appeal of a case involving an action covered by the Rules of Civil Procedure, this 

Court \vill disregard and regard as harmless any enor. defect or inegularitv in the 
\.....- "-' ./ - "-' .. 

proceedings in the trial court which does not affect the substantial rights of the 

parties.'" (quoting Syl. pt. 2, Boggs v. Settle, 150 'vV Va. 330, 145 S.E.2d 446 (1965))). 

Therefore, the Petitioners' attack on these elements of the prescriptive easement 

claim is \V-holly without merit. 

3. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error in 
concluding that the Petitioners failed to prove an 
easement by implication 

"There are two forms of implied easements: an easement implied by necessity 

(vvhich in 'vVest Virginia is called a \vay of necessity'), and an easement implied by a prior 

use of the land (also called an easement implied from a 'quasi-easement')." Syl. Pt. 2, 

Wilson v. Staats, 232 'vV Va. 227, 751 S.E.2d 747 (2013) (quoting Syl. Pt. 3, Cobb v. 

Daugherty, 225 W. Va. 435, 693 S.E.2d 800 (2010)). 
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Notably, the law does not favor implied easements, and, thusl the "[cJourts must be 
i 

very careful before decreeing upon one man's land in favor of another \vithout 

compensation such an encumbrance as a \vay, permanently impairing that man's 

dominion and ownership, which next to life and liberty, is the most valuable of rights 

inhering in the citizen." Id. at 231,751 S.E.2d at 751 (quoting Cobb, 225 \V Va. at 442, 

693 S.E.2d at 807). Accordingly, "[tJhe burden of proving [either] easement rests on the 

party claiming such right and must be established by clear and convincing proof." Svl. 

Pt. 4, id. (quoting Syl. Pt. 2, Cobb, 225 \V Va. 435, 693 S.E.2d 800). 

As previously noted, ""'[cJlear and convincing" is the measure or degree of proof 

that \vill produce in the mind of the factfinder a finn belief or conviction as to the 

allegations sought to be established. "' O'Dell, 226 Vl Va. at 608, 703 S.E.2d at 579 

(quoting Brown, 196 \V Va. at 564, 474 S.E.2d at 494). Again, this is a higher standard 

of proof than the ordinary preponderance of the evidence. See Brown, 196 \V Va. at 564, 

474 S.E.2d at 494. 

As detailed below, the Petitioners cannot establish an easement by implication, 

whether by necessity or prior use. 

a. The Petitioners Did Not Establish an 
Easement by Necessity 

18 
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"To establish an easement ... by necessity ... a party must prove," among other 

thim!s. that "the easement was strictly necessarv." Svl. Pt. 3. Wilson. 232 W. Va. 227.751 
'-- .- .. ~.,' - - -

S.E.2d 747 (quoting Syl. Pt. 4, Cobb, 225 'vV Va. 435, 693 S.E.2d 800). Thus, a party 

seeking to establish an easement by necessity 

must show that the easement across the servient estate is strictly necessary 
to the productive, beneficial, economical or physical use of the dominant 
estate. Mere convenience, or even reasonable necessity are insufficient. If 
there is an alternate route, even if more difficult or more expensive to use, 
then no easement is implied by necessity. An easement by necessity is 
implied only where any other route \vould be practicably or economically 
impossible. 

Cobb, 225 W. Va. at 446, 693 S.E.2d at 811. In the instant case, there is not now (even if 

there ever was at all) a "strict necessity" for the alleged easement. 

As an initial matter, the Old Property is bounded on the south by a public road 

(Second Avenue), which allmvs for vehicular access, and there are stairs to allow for 

pedestrian access from the road to the land. (App. Vol. LB at 192, 204, 213-216.) 

Additionally, the Old Property is bounded on the \vest by another public road (White 

Street), which allows for both vehicular and pedestrian access to the Old Property. (See 

iel. ) 

Furthermore, the Petitioners' testimony repeatedly acknowledged that there \vere 

alternate routes of inQ.ress and eQ.ress benveen the Old Property and the public road. To '-- '-- .; I 

unload groceries from the car, the Petitioners and Mother and Father would drive a motor 
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vehicle up to the edge of the patio of the new- home place by way of a public road. (App. 
! 
i 
i 

Vol. II at 20 (Michael): App. Vol. UI.A at 27-28, 33-36 (Michael); App. Vol. III.A at 

72-73,81,83 (Craig); App. Vol. III.A at 107-108 (Surveyor); App. Vol. III.A at 193-194 

& App. Vol. III.B at 213 (Karen).) As for pedestrian traffic, persons used stairs along the 

sloped terrain. (App. Vol. III.B at 162-163,185,210,217-218.) 

And to the extent that some ofthe alternative vehicular access points \vere blocked by 

logs and/or the stairs that are no longer in good repair, the Petitioners' subsequent actions 

created and/or pennitted these access points to be lost. (App. Vol. III.A at 50-52 (logs); App. 

Vol. IILB at 162-163, 185,210,217-218 (stairs).) Accordingly, the Petitioners created their 

own hardship, \yhich precludes any claim for an easement by necessity. See James W. Ely Jr. 

& Jon \\!. Bruce, The Law of Easements and Licenses in Land § 4:22 CWestlmv database 

updated Mar. 2016) ("[T]he necessity on which the claimant relies cannot be 

selfcreated[.]" (citing O'Hara v. Chi. Title & Trust Co., 450 N.E.2d 1183,1189-90 (Ill. App. 

Ct. 1983); Capstar Radio Operating Co. v. Lawrence, 283 P.3d 728,735-36 (Idaho 2012))). 

If and to the extent that the Petitioners claim a necessity to access a residence or 

the sawmill on the Old Property, any such necessity no longer exists. See Cobb, 225 \V. 

Va. at 445-46,693 S.E.2d at 810-11 (an easement by necessity lasts only so long as the 

necessity lasts). Any necessity to access the old home place ceased in 2007 when it was 

i 

razed. (App. Vol. LA at 1-2; App. Vol. IILA at 71; App. Vol. IIl.B at 233.) Any necessity 
I 
I 
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to access the sa\vmill ceased in 2010 when the sawmill was disma*tled. (App. Vol. III.A 

at 55-57.) 

In their brief, the Petitioners essentially just assert that the only reasonable 

conclusion from a review of the evidence in this case is that the alleged easement is 

necessary. See Appellants' Br. at 24-31. However, as detailed above, there is plenty of 

evidence to support the Circuit Court's opposition conclusion. 

To the extent that the Petitioners assert that the easement is necessary "to build or 

construct a d\velling," Appellants' Br. at 27, 29, that is irrelevant as the strict necessity 

must have existed "at the time of the severance." Syl. Pt. 3, Wilsorl, 232 \V. Va. 227, 751 

S.E.2d 747 (quoting Syl. Pt. 4, Cobb, 225 W. Va. 435, 693 S.E.2d 800). Thus, the 

Petitioners' future plans to build a residence are irrelevant to the necessity analysis. 

To the extent that the Petitioners assert that the alternative means of access are 

"too steep and rocky for vehicular access," Appellants' Br. at 24, "the fact that the existing 

way is steep or narrow, or can be made available only by the expenditure of money or 

labor, ... has been held not to justifY a finding of a way of necessity." 3 Tiffany Real 

Prop. § 794 (3d ed.) (\Vestlavv' database updated Sept. 2017) (footnotes omitted); e.g., 

Dorsey v. Dorsey, 109 \v. Va. IlL 112-13, 153 S.E. 146, 147 (1930) (a tract of land 

bordered on a public road, but the landowner's access to the public road was "precipitous" 

and the owner sought to use a path across an adjoining lot to haul ti~ber because building 
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his own access 'vvould "entail expense"; the record showed, hO\vev~L that coal had been 

hauled, albeit with some difficulty, in the past; held that the landowner failed to establish 

strict necessity). 

Therefore, because there is a reasonable basis in the record for the Circuit Court to 

find that the Petitioners failed to demonstrate strict necessitv. the Circuit Court's -', 

determination that the Petitioners' alleged easement by necessity failed on that basis must be 

affirmed. 

b. The Petitioners Did Not Establish an 
Easement by Prior Use 

Under West Virginia law: 

To establish an easement implied by a prior use of the land, a party 

must prove ... [among other things] (3) the use giving rise to the asserted 

easement was in existence at the time of the convevance dividing the 
-' ~ 

property, and the use has been so long continued and so obvious as to show 

that the parties to the conveyance intended and meant for the use to be 

permanent; and (4) the easement \vas necessary at the time of the severance 

for the proper and reasonable enjoyment of the dominant estate. 

Syi. Pt. 6, Cobb, 225 vv. Va. 435, 693 S.E.2d 800. Neither of these elements was satisfied 

here, and thus the Petitioners failed to establish a claim for an easement by prior use. 

1. There is no necessity 
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In the context of easements implied by prior use, the requi~ite "necessity" means 
I 

reasonable necessity, as opposed to the strict necessity required for easements by 

necessity. See Cobb, 225 VV Va. at 448-49,693 S.E.2d at 813-14. 

[\V]hen a party seeks to establish the existence of an easement implied by a 
prior use, the party must shmv the easement \vas not merely convenient to 
the enjoyment of the dominant estate, but (1) was important and reasonably 
necessary to the use of the dominant estate at the time the dominant and 
servient estates \vere severed; (2) that another access could not have been 
substituted at a reasonable expense: and (3) that \vithout the easement there 

can be no other reasonable means of using the dominant estate. 

Id. at 449. 693 S.E.2d at 814. 

In the instant case, as previously noted, the Old Property is adjacent to public 

roads that a11mv for both vehicular and pedestrian access to the Old Property, and there 

\yere stairs that allowed for pedestrian access along sloped ten-ain. See supra Part II.3.a 

(citing various record evidence). 

Even under the more relaxed standard of reasonable as opposed to strict necessity, 

the Petitioners' alleged easement by prior use must fail. See, e.g., Cobb, 225 W. Va. at 

449, 693 S.E.2d at 814 (holding as a matter of Imv that proponent's failure to present 

evidence of reasonable necessity was fatal to the purported easement implied by prior 

use). 

Therefore. because there is a reasonable basis in the record for the Circuit COUl1 to 
, I 

I 

find that the Petitioners failed to demonstrate reasonable necessity, the Circuit Court's 



detennination that the Petitioners' alleged easement by prior use failed on that basis must be 

affinned. 

II. Alternatively, there is no objective evidence 
of prior use 

As is necessarily implicit in establishing an easement implied by pnor use IS 

evidence of a prior use of the alleged easement. See Syl. Pt. 6, Cobb, 225 'vv. Va. 435, 

693 S.E.2d 800 (defining the requisite elements). 

Yet here, as previously noted, there are no visible signs of the alleged easement, 

but, rather, the purported easement is completely covered with grass without any 

indication of wear and tear to distinguish it from any other portion of the New Property. 

See supra Part II.2.b (citing various record evidence). To the extent that the record 

contains some evidence of prior use, there \vas certainly contrary evidence in the record 

too. See id. In light of the applicable standard of revie\v, the Circuit Court's decision to 

credit the fonner rather than the latter must stand. See supra Part 1. 

Therefore, because there is a reasonable basis in the record for the Circuit Court to 

find that the Petitioners failed to demonstrate prior use of the alleged easement, the 

Circuit Court's detennination that the Petitioners' alleged easement by prior use failed on 

that basis must be affinned. 
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4. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error in 
concluding that the Petitioners failed to proffer sufficient 
credible evidence of reasonable necessitv 

" 

Although the Petitioners label this as a separate subheading in their brief, it is 

effectively the same as its previous subheading. Accordingly, the Respondents' retort to 

this subheading is substantively addressed above. See supra Part 11.3 .a. 

5. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error by 
failing to make any findings or conclusions that the 
Petitioners had any other means of access by \yhich to 
utilize their property 

As an initial matter, the Circuit COUli \vas not required to make a finding that the 

Petitioners had other means of access aside from the alleged implied easement. 

\Vith reQ.ard to an easement bv mior use. in addition to reasonable necessitv. the 
......... ./ .J. J .. I 

Petitioners must prove a prior use. See supra Part II.3.b. So because the Circuit Court 

denied the easement by prior use based on a failure to establish prior use, a finding of 

reasonable necessity was not required. 

\Vith regard to an easement by necessity, the Petitioners were obligated to 

establish strict necessity. See supra Pmi IIJ .a. So gIVen that the Circuit Court 

determined that the Petitioners failed to establish the lesser standard of reasonable 

necessitv. the Circuit COUli necessarily determined that the Petitioners failed to establish 
01 ~ .... i 
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the greater burden of strict necessity. See Cobb, 225 'vv. Va. at 448-49, 693 S.E.2d at 

813-14. 

Alternatively, even if and to the extent that the Circuit Court \vas required to make 

any findings about alternative access, the Circuit Court implicitly did so. Undeniably, it 

was the Petitioners' burden to show (by clear and convincing evidence no less) the 

necessity element for an implied easement, \vhether by necessity or prior use. See supra 

Part II.3. Here, the Circuit Court expressly found that there was "no credible 

evidence ... of reasonable necessity." (App. Vol. I.B at 169.) Thus, the Circuit Court 

necessarily ruled that the Petitioners failed to satisfY their burden on the issue of 

alternative access. 

In their brief, the Petitioners note that the Circuit Court conducted a site view but 

that fact is not mentioned in the Final Order. See Appellants' Br. at 32. However, the 

Circuit Court is not required to mention each and every piece of evidence presented at 

trial. See State ex ref. Kaufman v. Zakaib, 207 'vv. Va. 662, 671, 535 S.E.2d 727, 736 

(2000) ("[I]f the record does not reveal an error, a court will conclude that one does not 

exist: 'It \vill be presumed, ",-here the record is silent, that a court of competent 

jurisdiction performed its duty in all respects as required by law.'" (citation omitted)). 

Therefore, because the Circuit Court \vas not required to find that the Petitioners 

had alternative access, or because the Circuit Court implicitly mad~ that determination by 
i 
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holding that the Petitioners failed to demonstrate necessity, the Circuit Court's 

determination that the Petitioners failed to establish an implied easement must be 

affirmed. 

6. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error by 
failing to make any findings or conclusions regarding the 
Petitioners' proffered evidence 

In their brief, the Petitioners assert that the Circuit Court "does not even 

acknowledge" the various evidence presented by the Petitioners. See Appellants' Br. at 

33. 

As an initial matter. the Petitioners cite absolutelY no le£al authority for their 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

contention. See id. On that basis alone, this Court ought to reject the Petitioners' 

argument. See supra Part 11.1 (citing VV Va. R. App. P. 1 O( c )(7): III re PE., 2017 vVL 

75957, at *2; Cash N Go, Inc., 2018 vVL 2175703, at '~3). Alternatively, even on the 

merits, the Petitioners' argument fails. 

Once again, the Circuit Court is not required to mention each and every piece of 

evidence presented at trial. See Zakaib, 207 VV Va. at 671, 535 S.E.2d at 736 (if the 

record is silent on a point, it is presumed that such point was correct, for reversible error 

must affinnatively appear in the record). 
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Moreover, the Petitioners' clear suggestion is that the eviden~e they presented was 
I 

sufficient to support their claim. See Appellants' Br. at 33. Yet that is a question of the 

w'eight of the evidence, which is clearly "within the purview of the Circuit Court, as the 

trier of fact, not the Petitioners and their counsel (or even this appellate court). See 

BrOlVl1, 196 'vv. Va. at 563, 474 S.E.2d at 493 ("[I]f the circuit court's account of the 

evidence is plausible in light of the record vie\ved in its entirety, vve may not reverse it, 

even though convinced that had we been sitting as the trier of fact, \ve \vould have 

weighed the evidence differently. "). And here, the Circuit Court expressly found the 

Petitioners' evidence unconvincing. (App. Vol. I.B. at 169 ("There has been no credible 

evidence of establishment of the [implied] easement[.]").) 

Therefore, the Petitioners' argument on this point is \vholly without merit and, 

thus, the Circuit Comi's decision cannot be reversed on that basis. 

7. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error by 
failing to make any findings or conclusions regarding 
Dexter Branham's testimony 

In their brief, the Petitioners assert that the Circuit Court does not even mention 

the testimony of the Petitioners' surveyor Dexter Branham. See Appellants' Br. at 33. Yet 

for all the same reasons that the Petitioners' argument fails regarding their other proffered 
I 
I 

evidence, see supra Part II.6, so too does their argument regarding their surveyor fail. 
I 
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Therefore. the Petitioners' amument regarding the evidence presented by their . "-- "--' "- I 

i 

surveyor is wholly \vithout merit and, thus, the Circuit Court's decision cannot be 

reversed on that basis. 

8. The Circuit Court did not commit reversible error by 
failing to make any findings or conclusions regarding the 
Court's site view of the subject property 

In their brief, the Petitioners note that the Circuit Court conducted a site vie\\:- but 

that fact is not mentioned in the Final Order. See Appellants' Br. at 34. Yet for the same 

reasons that the Petitioners' argument fails regarding their other proffered evidence, see 

supra Part II.6, so too does the argument regarding the Circuit Court's site vie\v.4 

Therefore, the Petitioners' argument in this regard is \vithout merit and the Circuit Court's 

decision must be affirmed. 

III. THE FRIVOLOUS NATURE OF PETITIONERS' APPEAL 
WARRANTS SANCTIONS 

!!'As a general rule each litigant bears his or her O\vn attorney's fees absent a 

contrary rule of court or express statutory or contractual authority for reimbursement.'" 

Syl. Pt. 1, Corp. a/Harpers Feny v. Taylor, 227 W. Va. 501, 504, 711 S.E.2d 571,574 

4Although the Petitioners cite a single legal authority in a1serting this point, see 
Appellants' Br. at 34-35, they merely cite a treatise on federal civil procedure. 
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I 
(2011) (quoting Syl. Pt. 2, SallY-1Vlike Props. v. Yokum, 179 vv. Va. 48, 365 S.E.2d 246 

I 

(l986». However, "'[tJhere is authority in equity to award to the prevailing litigant his or 

her reasonable attorney's fees as "costs," \vithout express statutory authorization, \vhen 

the losing party has acted in bad faith, vexatiously, \vantonly or for oppressive reasons.'" 

Syl. Pt. 2, id. (quoting Syl. Pt. 3, Sally-Mike Props., 179 vv. Va. 48, 365 S.E.2d 246). 

In the instant case, as detailed above, the Petitioners' appeal in this matter is 

wholly \vithout merit, see supra Part II, especially considering the applicable standard of 

reviev,i on appeal, see supra Part 1. As such, the instant appeal must be deemed 

vexatious, oppressive, and othenvise brought in bad faith. See Black's Law Dictionary 

(lOth ed. 2014) (defining "vexatious" as "without reasonable or probable cause or excuse; 

harassing; annoying"): id. (defining "bad faith" as "[ dJishonesty of belief, purpose, or 

motive"): id. (defining "oppression" as "[tJhe act or an instance of unjustly exercising 

authority or power so that one or more people are unfairly or cruelly prevented from 

enjoying the same rights that other people have"). 

Therefore, the Respondents request that this Court exercise its equitable discretion 

and order the Petitioners to pay the Respondents' costs and expenses incurred in this 

appeal, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's fees. See, e.g., Michael C. v. 

Teressa D, No. 13-1077, 2014 vVL 4930191, at *6 (W. Va. filed Oct. 2, 2014) 

(unpublished) (appellees \vere entitled to award of attorney's fees and costs where 
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· I. 
appellants' egregIOus conduct \vas the sole reason appellate procee~mg was filed and the 

appellees incurred a substantial amount of unnecessary attorney fees defending 

themselves against the unsupported allegations); see also Corp. of Harpers Ferry, 227 W. 

Va. at 504, 711 S.E.2d at 574 (the court is accorded broad discretion in awarding 

attorney's fees on this basis). 

CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing arguments and authorities cited, it is clear that the trial 

court did not err in rendering its final judgment and, thus, the appeal is \vholly \vithout 

merit. 'WHEREFORE, the Respondents respectfully request that this Court enter an 

order: 

A. Affinning the judgment below in all respects; 

B. Awarding the Respondents the costs and expenses incurred in this appeal, 

includin2: reasonable attorney's fees: and 
'- .;' 

c. Granting the Respondents any other and further relief the Court deems just 

and equitable. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jefferson David Cantrell 
and 

Leslie Charlene Cantrell 
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M. Timothy Koontz 
Counsel for Respondents 
5 East Second Avenue 
Post Office Box 2180 

\Villiamson, WV 25661 
WV State Bar ID No. 2089 

RESPOND TS 
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ADDENDUM 

Survey dated April 20, 2015 
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